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Battery Harlow #2 view from the southeast
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Guardhouse, Ft. Ruger Hist. Dist. Honolulu, Hawaii
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Front elevation of the guardhouse from the northeast
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Mortar Courtyard at Battery Harlow
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View from the north
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Honolulu, Hawaii
Gun emplacements on crater rim  
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View from the southwest  
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Leahi Point, Ft. Ruger Hist. Dist. Honolulu, Hawaii
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View from the east
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Battery Dodge entrance
Fort Ruger Historic District
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View of entry to Battery Dodge from the west
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Leahi Pt. fire control station level three.
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Fire control station from the south
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Stairs leading to fire control station level three
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View of stairs form the north
Battery Birkheimer entry
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entry to the Battery from the south
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Battery 407, Ft. Ruger Hist. District
Honolulu, Hawaii
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View of Battery from the south
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